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the difficult problems of surplus and bonus distribution 
so skilfully that he evolved a fair method for the 
particular scale of premium-the general problew 
still gives difficulty and is widely discussed eve11o now, 
)!organ also studied the mortality experience of t.he 
persons insured, and his manuscript volume on the 
subject, from which he gave abridged tables in his 
published work, was the first investigation of the kind. 
Morgan published some tracts on public finance, 
wrote a life of Price and edited his works, contributed 
articles to Rees' "Cyclopedia", etc., and, in earlier 
days, displayed an interest in electricity and heat. 
His great achievement was that, in effect, he started 
the profession of 'actuary' and a new science which 
would nowadays be called actuarial science, and he 
proved that life as3urance was a practical possibility 
a.nd not merely an interesting theory. 

Dr. William Babington, F.R.S., 1756-r833 

ON April 30 occurs the centenary of the death of 
Dr. William Babington, one of the founders of the 
Geological Society of London, who during his life 
gained the respect and admiration of all with whom 
he had come in contact, both by his skill as a physician 
and by the elevation of his character. Born in Ireland 
in 1756, at the age of twenty-one he became an 
assistant surgeon at the Haslar Naval Hospital, and 
four years later was appointed apothecary to Guy's 
Hospital, London, of which for some years he was 
also the physician. Though he made no notable 
contribution to science, he wrote several acceptable 
works on chemistry and mineralogy and it was at 
his house that in 1807 the gathering took place which 
led to the formation of the Geological Society, the 
ftrst president of which was that "statmch geological 
Tory" George Bellas Greenough. Babington himself 
served as president in 1822 of the Society he had 
assisted to found. He was also one of the founders 
of the Hunter ian Society. Described by Geikie as 
"a kindly, bland and courteous veteran", one of his 
last public actions before he fell a victim to an 
epidemic of influenza was to preside over the Priestley 
centenary celebrations. It was said that history does 
not recall a physician more loved and respected than 
Babington, and it was this wide-spread admiration 
for his character which led to the erection of his 
statue in St. Paul's Cathedral. The statue is a noble 
piece of work by Belmes. At his death, Babington 
was buried in St. Mary Aldermanbury in the City. 
He left several children and one of his daughters 
became the wife of Dr. Richard Bright, the discoverer 
of 'Bright's disease'. 

Eradication of Prickly Pear in Australia 

STRIKING success continues to attend the efforts 
to eradicate prickly pear (Opuntia spp.) in Queens
land and northern New South Wales, mainly through 
the introduction of Oactoblastis cactorum. By the 
end of 1930, some 3,000,000,000 eggs had been 
distributed throughout the length and breadth of 
the sixty million acres infested and by the end of 
1931 the insect existed on practically every acre. 
To-day probably 80 per cent of the dense primary 

pear in Queensland has been destroyed, while in New 
South Wales the figure is 50-60 per cent if one ex
cludes the Hunter Valley and Camden districts 
where climatic and soil factors are delaying, but not 
preventing, the progress of Oactoblastis. Queensland 
is energetically pushing a scheme of development of 
reclaimed land and already 1,515,000 acres have been 
re-selected for mixed farming purposes and 1, 701,000 
for grazing. Unfortunately, the sight of miles of 
dead and rotting cactus tends to create the im· 
pression in political circles that the problem is 
solved and that further expenditure upon intensive 
research work is not needed. 

SucH views are dangerous and quite unjustified. 
Re-growth, owing to incomplete destruction of butts 
and roots, is a problem which grows in seriousness 
as the old pear, supporting an insect population 
ready to attack new shoots, disappears. It will be 
unwise to leave the control of re-growth to Cacto
blastis alone. Also parasitism, though not yet causing 
more than 20 per cent loss in any district, and much 
less in some, requires close watching : and the 
Hunter Valley area of two to three million acres 
presents a unique problem in some respects, though 
Gactoblastis is more promising there to-day than it 
was eighteen months ago. Moreover, though the 
infestation is almost entirely the vulnerable 0. inermis 
and 0. stricta, it would be unwise to ignore the 
menace of the tiger-pear (0. aurautiaca) now covering 
some 25,000 acres, and the tree pears (0. tomentosa 
and 0. streptacantha). Oactoblastis destroys the 
upper growth but not the underground bulb of the 
former, the recuperative powers of which are very 
great ; while it destroys only the young plants of 
0. tomentosa. Other enemies of these must be sought 
and entomologists have already been sent to South 
America to seek parasites of them and allied species. 

A Complex Solar Halo 
A VERY well-developed solar halo of 22" radius 

with mock sun ring was observed from places iu 
Kent and Sussex on Aprill4. An excellent description 
has been received from Mr. R. C. T. Evans and his 
son, Dr. C. Evans, 10 Eddington Lane, Herne Bay. 
The 22° halo was observed at about 12.35 p.m. 
(B.S.T.), and two "bright patches" proceeding not 
quite radially from the eastern and western sides, 
at angular positions corresponding roughly with 
those of the hour hand of a watch at 9.30 and 2.30 
o'clock. Shortly afterwards, these bright patches 
were observed to form part of a luminous ring which 
n>..ached northwards to about the position of the pole 
star (invisible, of course, at the time) but did not 
cross the region inside the 22° halo. The elevation 
of the sun must have been nearly 48° at this time 
and that of the pole star only very slightly greater 
in this latitude ; there seems, therefore, every 
reason for believing that this ring, which was faint 
except near the 22° halo, was the mock sun ring, 
which has the zenith for its centre. The 22° halo 
showed strong red coloration on the edge nearest 
to the 'Sun, and a suspicion of blue towards the 
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outside--usual features when this halo is strongly 
developed. There are two points of particular interest 
about this display. The haloes were seen from near 
the centre of a large anticyclone, whereas well
developed haloes are more often seen near the outer 
margin of a depression or even well within the 
cyclonic vortex. Further, the description from 
Heme Bay states that the bright patches near the 
22° halo, which formed part of the mock sun ring, 
showed some red colour at the ends nearest to the sun, 
which is unusual, and they appeared to lie between 
the observer and one of several flocculent clouds 
present in the sky which passed across the eastern 
bright patch. Optical theory suggests that all parts 
of the haloes were due to a much more elevated veil 
of cirriform cloud which, on this occasion, was only 
dense enough to make the blue of the sky appear 
pale, and that the flocculent clouds should have lain 
in front of the haloes. 

New Ascent into Stratosphere 

SoviET men of science are planning an ascent into 
the stratosphere in July. The ascent will be 
made in a balloon which is being specially built for 
the purpose under the supervision of the Leningrad 
Section of Osoaviakhim (Society for Air and Chemical 
Defence). Attached to the balloon will be a large, 
hermetically sealed gondola in which the investigators 
will be seated. They will wear special clothing and 
will be equipped with parachutes in case a forced 
landing is necessary. A meeting of the committee 
which is arranging the flight has recently been held 
in Leningrad. It is proposed to make the ascent 
from the central part of European Russia. The 
exact point has not yet been decided upon. A trial 
12 km. flight into the stratosphere will first be made 
in order to accustom the investigators to the experi
mental conditions. The engineer in charge of con
struction of the l:alloon, Mr. Chertovsky, and Mr. 
Vasenko, its designer, are to make the trial flight. 
In July it is planned to penetrate to a height of 
22 km. Among those making the ascent will be Prof. 
Rynin, a well-known authority on aeronautics, and, 
health permitting, M. Joffe, an eminent Soviet 
physicist and member of the Soviet Academy of 
f;lciences. 

The Great Siberian Meteorite 

A SPECIAL meteorite commission has been ap
pointed by the Soviet Academy of £ciences to investi
gate the traces of the large meteorite which fell in 
the Enisseisk district of Siberia on June 30, 1908. 
The commission is making preparations to set out 
on an expedition to the Tungus swamps some time 
this summer under the leadership of the Soviet 
meteorologist, Mr. Leonid Kulik. This is the fourth 
expedition that has been led by Mr. Kulik to search 
for traces of the Tungus meteorite. The expedition 
sent out in 1927 discovered in the place where the 
meteorite fell uprooted trees over a radius of scores 
of kilometres, their tops towards the centre. Trees 
blown down by the wind were lying over an area of 
fifty kilometres from the falling place of the meteor, 

and the whole locality over a radius of twenty kilo
metres from the centre was scorched by the high 
temperature produced. The expedition of 1929 care
fully examined the northern section of the central area 
of the wind-felled wood and made some excavations 
in the centre. The exploration of the southern part 
of this wood confirmed the belief that the meteorite 
had fallen in that spot. The first three expeditions 
led to the discovery of immense areas of wind-felled 
trees and traces of burning, but no specimens of the 
meteorite were found. The aim of the new expedition 
is to find the exact place of the submerged crater 
and if possible to obtain specimens of the meteorite 
itself. In April 1930 Dr. F. J. W. Whipple read a 
paper on the meteorite and its effects before the 
Royal Meteorological Society under the title "The 
Great Siberian Meteor and the Waves, Seismic and 
Aerial, which it Produced" (Quar. J. Met. Soc., vol. 
56, July 1930). 

Research and the Linen Industry 

IN presenting the report at the thirteenth annual 
general meeting of the Linen Research Association 
on December 12, 1932, Mr. H. L. McCready, chair
man of Council, referred to the importance of research 
in promoting the welfare of the linen trade and the 
restoration of prosperity. Due mainly to a reduction 
of £1,000 in each of the grants from the Empire 
Ma1keting Board for flax and fibre production work 
and from the Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research, there was an excess of £2,837 of expendi
ture over income, £1,444 of this being represented 
by reserves for rent and depreciation. In spite of 
drastic economy, however, it was possible to develop 
during the year what appears to be a much improved 
and more economical method of treating flax. An 
entirely new system of handling the material was 
evolved, existing machinery was improved, new 
machines designed and constructed, and a superior 
article of good colour, straight, parallel and clean 
was produced. Useful work was carried out on various 
aspects of the bleaching and dyeing of both yarn 
and cloth. A good deal was discovered about the 
effect of various reagents on the strength of the fibre. 
The increased use of coloured effects for borders and 
checks caused attention to be given to the dyes used 
and information of the utmost importance regarding 
various dyes was obtained. The director of research, 
Dr. W. H. Gibson, underlined the emphasis which 
Mr. McCready laid on the service aspects of research. 
There has been a strong tendency for the research 
work at every stage of the industry to be influenced 
by questions relating to the raw material on one 
hand or the requirements of the consumer on the 
other. The research worker has to take a compre
hensive rather than a sectional view of the industry, 
and research is increasingly demonstrating its ability 
to give the consumer better service and better value, 
particularly in relation to the durability of fabrics in 
washing. 

Essential News 

FoR those persons who are interested in the world 
situation but have not the time or the opportunity 
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